
CentraLease, powered by CRI Advanced Analytics, 
is a scrupulous accounting software engineered to 
seamlessly adhere to GASB Statements 87 and 96 
and FASB standards concerning leases and 
SBITAs. Its user-centric interface facilitates 
effortless navigation through complex regulatory 
paradigms, rendering compliance an uncomplicated 
endeavor for business professionals. By centralizing 
and digitalizing lease agreements and data within 
an online platform, CentraLease furnishes a 
manageable portfolio of vital information, such as 
payment dates and contact details for lessors, 
lessees, and vendors, accessible with a single click.

Exceeding mere compliance, CentraLease fosters 
streamlined, cost-effective leasing and IT 
subscription processes. Its cloud-based repository 
automates key facets of lease management, 
spotlighting essential deadlines and simplifying 
lease terms post-data input. Unlike conventional 
methods prone to human error, CentraLease's 
robust lease management and tracking capabilities 
transcend limitations by offering automated 
reporting for deeper financial insights, critical date 
alerts to identify and rectify issues preemptively, 
and a secure cloud-based database ensuring data 
integrity and accessibility anywhere with internet 
connectivity. 

 

Centralized.
CentraLease offers a unified platform to centralize lease 
agreements and data, granting streamlined access to 
retrievable and actionable information. This client-centric 
software ensures lease data is meticulously centralized, 
effortlessly configurable, and fundamentally simplistic, 
catering to business professionals pursuing an untroubled 
lease compliance experience. The platform accommodates 
GASB and FASB standards, ensuring a broad spectrum of 
regulatory compliance.
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Optimized. 

Automated. 

Centralize your lease processes with CentraLease
powered by CRI Advanced Analytics.

Bypass the learning curve with CentraLease's optimized 
dashboard, facilitating immediate engagement. It serves 
as a comprehensive guide to navigating the intricate 
mandates of GASB and FASB concerning leases, 
delineated in a clear and user-friendly manner. The 
dashboard is engineered to expedite the understanding 
and navigation through the regulatory landscape.
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CentraLease initiates automation the moment data is 
populated. The software adeptly highlights pivotal 
deadlines, elucidates lease terms, and ensures 
overarching compliance with GASB Statements 87 and 
96, alongside the relevant FASB standards. This 
autonomous, worry-free lease management solution not 
only streamlines the compliance trajectory but also 
furnishes a manageable portfolio of essential information, 
including payment dates, and contact information for 
lessors, lessees, and vendors, among others.
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Compliant.
Embark on a digital journey with CentraLease's 
cloud-based setup, accelerating your adherence to GASB 
and FASB lease accounting standards through agile 
compliance navigation. The digitization and 
centralization of contracts in a cloud-based repository 
significantly diminish operational expenses and expedite 
compliance.
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